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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR POST-SHOCK EVALUATION USING TISSUE
OXYGENATION MEASUREMENTS

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates generally to medical devices and, in particular, to an

implantable medical device and associated method for detecting success or failure of a

delivered shock therapy in treating an arrhythmia.

BACKGROUND

Cardiac arrhythmias can be detected and treated by implantable cardioverter

defibrillators (ICDs). ICDs typically monitor an intracardiac electrogram (EGM) signal to

determine a patient's heart rhythm. When tachycardia or fibrillation are detected,

electrical stimulation therapies are delivered, which may include pacing therapies and/or

cardioversion/defibrillation shock therapies. Occasionally, a shock therapy is not

successful in converting the arrhythmia back to normal sinus rhythm. In this case, another

shock therapy is typically delivered as soon as possible. In order to determine success of a

shock therapy, the ICD must detect the presence of the normal sinus rhythm. However,

the EGM signal can be disrupted due to the shock delivery and other factors can delay

detection of the heart rhythm and may result in unnecessarily repeating a shock therapy.

The delivery of a shock therapy can be painful to the patient and uses considerable battery

charge. As such, it is desirable to avoid continuing deliver of shock therapy when, for

example, a preceding shock has been successful. Methods for evaluating the heart's

response to a shock therapy that is not exclusively dependent on the EGM signal is

needed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of an implantable medical device (IMD)

configured for both monitoring the function of and delivering therapy to a patient's heart.



Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of an IMD associated with an optical sensor

for monitoring tissue oxygenation.

Figure 3 is a top, schematic view of an optical sensor according to one

embodiment.

Figure 4 is a flow chart of a method for operating an optical sensor to obtain

photodetector output signals during tissue oxygenation monitoring.

Figure 5 is a flow chart of a method for operating an optical sensor during tissue

oxygenation monitoring.

Figure 6 is a flow chart of an alternative method for using an optical sensor capable

of measuring absolute tissue oxygen saturation and total hemoglobin volume fraction for

monitoring tissue oxygenation.

Figure 7 is a flow chart of a method for using an optical sensor incorporated in an

ICD system.

Figure 8 is a flow chart of a method for monitoring patient status and determining

success of an arrhythmia therapy

Figure 9 is a time-based plot of response curves for calibrated trends in oxygen

saturation and total hemoglobin volume fraction during induced ventricular fibrillation in a

canine subject and delivery of defibrillation shock therapies.

Figure 10 is a flow chart of a method for monitoring for hemodynamic recovery

and guiding therapy delivery decisions following a shock therapy according to an

alternative embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In the following description, references are made to illustrative embodiments. It is

understood that other embodiments may be utilized without departing from the scope of

the disclosure. In some instances, for purposes of clarity, the same reference numbers may

be used in the drawings to identify similar elements. As used herein, the term "module"

refers to an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), an electronic circuit, a processor

(shared, dedicated, or group) and memory that execute one or more software or firmware



programs, a combinational logic circuit, or other suitable components that provide the

described functionality.

In various embodiments described herein, an optical sensor is used to monitor

tissue oxygenation in a measurement tissue volume. The measurement volume is the

volume of tissue (including blood) in the optical path of the sensor. The term "tissue

oxygenation" as used herein refers to the availability of oxygen to a localized tissue

volume and thus refers generally to the availability of oxygenated hemoglobin.

The term "total hemoglobin volume fraction" (HbT) refers to the concentration of

red blood cells in a measurement volume carrying hemoglobin and thus relates to the total

hemoglobin concentration as a fraction of a measurement volume. Stated differently, the

total hemoglobin volume fraction, which can be expressed as a percentage, is the volume

percentage of red blood cells carrying oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin in the

measurement volume. Thus a measurement of HbT will include contributions from red

blood cells present in any arteries, capillaries, and veins which may be present in the

measurement volume.

Generally speaking, when the availability of oxygen to a body tissue is being

monitored, the optical sensor is positioned such that the measurement volume extends

through a relatively uniform tissue volume such that optical sensor signals used to

compute measurements of tissue oxygenation correlate to the absolute tissue oxygen

saturation (0 2Sat) and HbT in the microcirculation of the measurement volume.

Absolute tissue oxygen saturation is the portion (or percentage) of the total

hemoglobin that is in an oxygenated state. More specifically, 0 2Sat relates to the

available hemoglobin binding sites holding an oxygen molecule. Thus, "tissue

oxygenation monitoring" as used herein refers to monitoring both 0 2Sat (or an index

thereof) and HbT (or an index thereof). Tissue oxygenation monitoring may involve

determining absolute measurements of 0 2Sat and HbT, determining trends of these

measurements, determining indices of oxygenation measurements or trends of indices.

When either 0 2Sat or HbT or measurements correlated thereto are reduced, a blood-

perfused tissue can become hypoxic.



Reduced perfusion, and thus reduced tissue oxygenation, can occur when a patient

experiences hemodynamic compromise due to an arrhythmia. When normal sinus rhythm

is restored, either spontaneously or as a result of a delivered therapy, the hemodynamic

function of the heart will return and tissue perfusion will improve. Accordingly,

embodiments described herein utilize the tissue oxygenation measurements for detecting

improved tissue perfusion as evidence of a successful arrhythmia therapy.

A hemodynamically stable arrhythmia is a heart rhythm during which cardiac

hemodynamic function maintains adequate tissue oxygenation. A rapid cardiac rhythm

that is hemodynamically unstable, i.e. results in inadequate tissue oxygenation that leads to

tissue hypoxia, is referred to herein as a shockable rhythm in that a cardioversion or

defibrillation shock is typically required to restore sinus rhythm and hemodynamic

function of the heart. It is recognized that other cardiac rhythm conditions, such as

pulseless electrical activity (PEA), electromechanical dissociation (EMD), and asystole

can be hemodynamically unstable but such conditions are typically not "shockable

rhythms" in that these rhythms typically do not respond to a shock therapy.

Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of an implantable medical device (IMD) 10

configured for both monitoring the function of and delivering therapy to heart H. In Figure

1, heart H is shown in a partially cutaway view illustrating right atrium RA, right ventricle

RV, left ventricle LV, and coronary sinus CS.

IMD 10 is shown embodied as an ICD that includes a pulse generator for

delivering electrical stimulation to heart H for use in cardiac pacing therapies,

cardioversion and/or defibrillation. Another example of an implantable medical device in

which methods described herein may be practiced would be a subcutaneous

cardioverter/defibrillator having electrodes implanted subcutaneously rather than

transvenously as described herein.

IMD 10 includes hermetically-sealed housing 12, connector block assembly 14,

right atrial (RA) lead 16, right ventricular (RV) lead 18, left ventricular (LV) lead 20, and

optical sensor lead 22. IMD 10 further includes circuitry and a power source, which are

located within housing 1 , for controlling the operation of IMD 10. The circuitry



communicates with leads 16, 18, 20, and 22 through electrical connectors within connector

block assembly 14. A can electrode is formed on or is a part of the outer surface of

housing 12, and may act as an electrode in a unipolar combination with one or more of the

electrodes carried by leads 16, 18 and 20.

Leads 16, 18, and 20 extend from connector block assembly 14 to right atrium RA,

right ventricle RV, and coronary sinus CS adjacent left ventricle LV, respectively, of heart

H. Leads 16, 18, and 20 each carry one or more electrodes for sensing EGM signals

attendant to the depolarization and repolarization of heart H, for providing pacing pulses

for causing depolarization of cardiac tissue in the vicinity of the distal ends thereof, and

for providing cardioversion/defibrillation shocks. When provided, a shock is typically

delivered between a combination of electrodes carried on RA and RV leads 16 and 18 and

the can electrode.

IMD 10 may include an optical sensor 26 along the housing 12 for emitting light

into a tissue volume adjacent IMD 10 and detecting light scattered by the tissue volume

for measuring light attenuation by the tissue. The measured light attenuation is used to

compute tissue oxygenation measurements as will be described herein.

Alternatively or additionally, an optical sensor 24 may be carried by a lead 22

extending from IMD 10. Lead 22 extends from connector block assembly 14 to optical

sensor 24, which is extravascularly-implanted, typically subcutaneously or submuscularly,

at a desired tissue site. In other embodiments, sensor 24 may be carried by a lead and

placed transvenously or transarterially in the blood stream itself. A lead-based sensor may

be positioned to transmit light outward through the wall of a vessel to monitor perfusion in

adjacent tissue.

Sensor 24 may alternatively be embodied as a wireless sensor, implanted remotely

from IMD 10 or worn externally by the patient. Sensor 24 provided as a wireless sensor

includes telemetry circuitry for wireless telemetric communication with IMD 10.

Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of an IMD 150 associated with an optical

sensor 180 for monitoring C^Sat and HbT. IMD 150, which may correspond to the ICD

shown in Figure 1, includes (or is coupled to) an optical sensor 180, which may be

incorporated in or on a sealed housing of IMD 150 or carried by a lead extending from



IMD 150. IMD 150 further includes sensor input circuitry 162, sensor output circuitry

166, and optionally includes reference signal output circuitry 164 when a reference light

detector is included in the optical sensor 180 for measuring the intensity of emitted light.

Optical sensor 180 generally includes a light source for emitting light through a

blood perfused tissue of the patient and a light detector, also referred to herein as a

"photodetector", for generating a signal representative of an intensity of light scattered by

the blood perfused tissue to the light detector. In one embodiment, for example, the light

passed through the tissue or bloodstream is selected to include four or more wavelengths

for use in computing a volume -independent measure of C^Sat, from which an absolute,

calibrated C^Sat may be derived. Typically, the intensity of scattered light falling in the

red part of the visible light spectrum and the infrared (IR) portion of the light spectrum is

measured. The light scattered by the blood perfused tissue and received by the light

detector is generally correlated to the oxygenation of the tissue. Changes in tissue

perfusion may be caused by changes in hemodynamic function and thus changes in tissue

oxygen availability may be used for detecting hemodynamic recovery subsequent to an

arrhythmia therapy.

Sensor input circuitry 162 is coupled to a light emitting portion 182 of optical

sensor 180. Light emitting portion 182 includes one or more light sources for emitting

light that includes two or more different wavelengths. Light sources may emit light at

discrete, spaced-apart wavelengths or a single white light source may be used. The

measurement of scattered light corresponding to at least four different wavelengths allows

calibrated C^Sat and HbT measurements to be obtained as will be described further below.

Sensor input circuitry 162 provides input signals to the optical sensor 180. In particular,

sensor input circuitry 162 provides the drive signals applied to the light sources included

in light emitting portion 182 to cause controlled light emission, e.g. controlled intensity,

time duration and frequency.

Sensor input circuitry 162 is controlled by sensor control module 168 which

coordinates the beginning time, duration, and frequency of drive signals produced by

sensor input circuitry 162. Drive signals may be applied to individual light sources

simultaneously to cause "mixed" light emission from all light sources. Control signals



may include a period of no light emission for ambient light measurement. In one

embodiment, the drive signals are applied sequentially to cause sequential (i.e., non-

simultaneous) light emission by individual light sources emitting light at spaced apart

wavelengths. In this way, a light detecting portion 184 of sensor 180 will receive scattered

light at an individual wavelength at any given time during the operation of sensor 180. It

is recognized that referring to an "individual" or "one" wavelength can include a narrow

bandwidth of wavelengths approximately centered on, or at least including, the specified

individual wavelength emitted by a light source.

The sequential emission of light wavelengths allows multiple, scattered light

signals to be sequentially measured for each wavelength. A single 0 2Sat or HbT

measurement will require some minimum interval of time corresponding to the cumulative

time durations of each of the separately emitted wavelengths. The time-based sequencing

of emitted light may include an interval of no light emission to allow for ambient light

measurements and ambient light correction of the measured light signals for the presence

of ambient light during light emission by the sensor.

In alternative embodiments, the sensor input circuitry 162 is controlled by sensor

control module 168 to deliver drive signals simultaneously to each of the light sources at

separate, unique frequencies. Each light source will emit light having a signature

frequency fluctuation. The detecting portion 184 will receive scattered light at all of the

wavelengths corresponding to the light source wavelengths simultaneously with each

wavelength modulated to a signature frequency. A photodetector signal is then

demodulated to obtain the individual wavelength signals.

This frequency multiplexing method of controlling the light emitting portion 182

allows simultaneous light emission and detection such that changes in light attenuation by

the tissue due to oxygen and hemoglobin changes in the measurement tissue volume can

be measured simultaneously for all of the wavelengths rather than at discrete time

intervals. This allows for a more instantaneous measurement of 0 2Sat and HbT as

compared to the sequentially-acquired signals for separate wavelengths in the time-

multiplexed method of controlling light emission.



The different wavelengths may be modulated at frequencies that are much greater

than the frequency of ambient light changes. Demodulation of the detected light signal

will reduce or eliminate effects of ambient light artifact since the low frequency

components of the detected light signal corresponding to ambient light changes will be

substantially removed from the demodulated photodetector output signal.

Sensor output circuitry 166 receives the photodetector signal from light detecting

portion 184 and demodulates and digitizes the signal to provide a digital signal to

monitoring module 170. Sensor output circuitry 166 may include an analog-to-digital

converter and flash memory for digitizing an analog output signal from detecting portion

184, providing the digitized signal to monitoring module 170, storing measurement results

for future retrieval, as well as storing calibration coefficients.

Monitoring module 170 uses the optical signal to compute tissue oxygenation

measurements using the intensities of the multiple wavelengths measured by detecting

portion 184. In some embodiments, a calibrated absolute 0 2Sat and calibrated HbT are

derived from the measurements and provided to a processor 154 (or other control

circuitry) for determining the cardiac response to an arrhythmia therapy. In particular, the

0 2Sat and HbT measurements may be used to determine if the arrhythmia therapy, in

particular a shock therapy, is successful or unsuccessful in terminating the arrhythmia

based on an improving tissue oxygenation measurement as evidence of restored

hemodynamic function.

As described above, IMD 150 is coupled to electrodes for use in sensing

intracardiac EGM signals or subcutaneous ECG signals for detecting an arrhythmia. IMD

150 may include other sensors for sensing physiological signals such as blood pressure,

patient activity, patient posture, temperature, or the like. Such sensor signals may be used

in combination with the monitored tissue oxygenation measurements for determining

when a therapy is needed and delivered by therapy delivery module 1 6 and for

determining when an arrhythmia therapy is successful in restoring hemodynamic function.

For example, in one embodiment, an accelerometer 171 is included for use in detecting

patient motion. Monitoring module 170 receives a signal from accelerometer 171 for use

in filtering the optical sensor signal during intervals of time that motion artifact is likely



present. As will be further described below, an accelerometer may be used to detect

motion caused by delivery of a shock therapy for defining a blanking interval during

which tissue oxygenation measurements are not performed.

Therapy delivery module 156 includes electrical pulse generation capabilities for

delivering cardiac pacing pulses and cardioversion/defibrillation shocks. Therapy delivery

module 156 may additionally include a fluid delivery pump for delivering a

pharmaceutical or biological fluid to the patient.

Data acquired by processor 154 relating to C^Sat and HbT may be stored in

memory 152 and/or transferred to a medical device programmer, home monitor, computer,

or other external or bedside medical device via wireless communication module 158 for

review by a clinician. Processor 154 transmits data to and from memory 152, therapy

delivery module 156, and communication module 158 via data/address bus 160.

Communication module 158 may be embodied as a wireless telemetry module for

communicating with an external device such as a programmer or home monitor. In other

embodiments, communication module 158 may be configured for communication via a

wireless communication network. Communication module 158 may be used to generate

an emergency alarm transmitted to a clinician, centralized database, emergency responder,

hospital, or clinic in response to detecting a serious patient condition according some

embodiments.

As will be described herein, some embodiments include a reference photodetector

in the light emitting portion 182 of sensor 180. Reference signal output circuitry 164 is

included for receiving a light detection signal from the reference photodetector and

providing a reference output signal to sensor control 168 and/or to monitoring module

170. In one embodiment, the reference signal output circuitry provides an emitted light

intensity feedback signal to sensor control 168 in a feedback control loop to maintain

emitted light at each wavelength at desired relative intensities. Drive signals applied to a

light source in light emitting portion 182 can be automatically adjusted to maintain the

emitted light within a desired intensity range for each wavelength measured by the

detecting portion 184. In this way, the emitted light spectra is reliably maintained over

time promoting the accuracy of C^Sat and HbT measurements computed using stored



calibration constants or assuming stable light emission intensity. Accordingly, sensor

control 168 may include comparators and other logic circuitry for determining if a

reference emitted light intensity signal is within a target range. If not within the desired

range, the drive signal is adjusted by sensor control 168, e.g., in an iterative manner, until

the target range is reached.

In an alternative embodiment, the reference emitted light intensity signal provided

by circuitry 164 is received by monitoring module 170. Monitoring module 170 may use

the emitted light intensity and a detected light intensity to compute light attenuation at

each desired wavelength. The attenuation at each wavelength is used to compute second

derivative attenuation spectra as will be described in greater detail below, which enables

derivation of a volume-independent measure of tissue oxygen saturation.

Alternatively, monitoring module 170 uses changes in the emitted light intensity to

adjust a computed C^Sat value. C^Sat value may be computed assuming a stable emitted

light intensity. The actual emitted light intensity may be measured and used to adjust a

computed C^Sat measurement. For example, an initially measured emitted signal intensity

and a currently measured emitted signal intensity can be used to adjust or correct an

absolute tissue oxygenation measurement computed using only the photodetector signal

from detecting portion 184 and calibration constants.

Figure 3 is a top, schematic view of an optical sensor according to one

embodiment. It is recognized that numerous sensor configurations may be used in

methods for monitoring tissue oxygenation for determining shock success as described

herein. In general, any optical sensor that acquires measurements of light attenuation in a

tissue volume which can then be used to compute a measurement correlated to tissue

oxygenation may be used. In some embodiments, tissue oxygenation measurements may

include a non-calibrated index of oxygen saturation determined using a two-wavelength

optical sensor, typically emitting and detecting red and infrared light, as generally

disclosed in U.S. Patent Application No. 2007/0255148 (Bhunia), hereby incorporated

herein by reference in its entirety. In other embodiments, tissue oxygenation

measurements may include non-calibrated indices of oxygen saturation and blood volume

determined using a two-wavelength (typically red and infrared) optical sensor or a three-



wavelength (typically red, isosbestic and infrared) optical sensor as generally described in

U.S. Patent Publication No. 2008/0208269 (Cinbis, et al), hereby incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety.

In the illustrative embodiments described herein, calibrated measures of 0 2Sat and

HbT are measured using a four wavelength optical sensor. Second derivatives of

attenuation spectra can be used to obtain a calibrated, measurement of 0 2Sat and a

calibrated measurement of HbT. Determination of absolute calibrated measures of 0 2Sat

and HbT allows tissue oxygenation at a particular time point to be evaluated as well as

long-term and short-term changes in tissue oxygenation (e.g. over second, minutes, hours,

days or weeks) to be monitored. The use of non-calibrated indices of tissue oxygen

saturation and blood volume available from 2- or 3-wavelength optical sensor devices

allows short term trends in tissue oxygenation (for example over seconds or minutes) to be

monitored. As such either calibrated measures or non-calibrated indices of tissue

oxygenation may be used to monitor short-term trends in tissue oxygenation occurring

within the first few seconds, e.g. up to approximately minute, after delivery of a shock

therapy.

The sensor 100 shown in Figure 3 includes a light emitting portion 102 and a light

detecting portion 104. Light emitting portion 102 includes one or more light sources 106

positioned to emit light through a lens 103 sealed in an opening in hermetically-sealed

housing 101 . Light sources 106 may be embodied as single white light source or multiple

light sources emitting light at separate, spaced-apart wavelengths. Suitable light sources

include, without limitation, optoelectronic devices such as light emitting diodes (LEDs),

lasers such as vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs), luminescent or

phosphorescent and incandescent light sources. In one embodiment, light sources 106 are

embodied as light emitting diodes (LEDs) emitting light in the visible, e.g., red, and/or

infrared light spectrum.

For example, light sources 106 may include four LEDs, as shown, which may emit

light at separate wavelengths of 680 nm, 720 nm, 760 nm, and 800 nm, for example.

Alternatively, the four LEDs provided as light sources 106 may emit light at 660 nm, 720

nm, 760 nm, and 810 nm. In another embodiment, four LEDs are included emitting light



at 720 nm, 760 nm, 810 nm, and 850 nm. In yet another embodiment, four LEDs are

included that emit light at 720 nm, 760 nm, 810 nm, and 890 nm. Any combination of

LEDs emitting light at any of the wavelengths mentioned herein may be used.

Furthermore, it is recognized that the specified wavelengths are approximate and separate

light sources may emit a narrow band of light wavelengths which is approximately

centered on, or at least includes, the specified wavelength.

In the embodiment shown, the light emitting portion 102 further includes a light

detector 110, which may be embodied, for example, as a photodiode. The light entering

an adjacent tissue volume from emitting portion 102 may change over time during chronic

use of sensor 100 due, for example, to drift in the photonic output of light source(s) 106

and/or changes in the optical properties of the materials encountered by light emitted by

light sources 106 before entering an adjacent tissue volume. Reference light detector 110

provides an output signal for measuring or detecting changes in the intensity of the light

emitted by emitting portion 102.

The reference light detector 110 output signal can be used in computing or

adjusting C Sat and HbT measurements as described above in conjunction with Figure 2 .

Additionally or alternatively, an output signal from reference light detector 110 can be

used as a feed back signal for controlling the drive signals applied to light sources 106 to

cause light emission.

In other embodiments, a light detector is not included in the emitting portion. The

emitted light intensity is assumed to be stable throughout the usable life of the sensor so as

not to introduce significant error in attenuation measurements.

The light detecting portion 104 includes a light detector 108 positioned to receive

light through a lens 105 mounted in an opening in housing 101. The light detector 108

may be embodied as a photodiode and receives light scattered by an adjacent tissue

volume. Other components suitable for use as a light detector include a photoresistor,

phototransistor, photovoltaic cell, photomultiplier tube, bolometer, charge-coupled device

(CCD) or an LED reverse-biased to function as a photodiode. The distance 112 between

the light sources 106 and the light detector 108 will influence the optical path length 114,

shown schematically. Greater spacing (longer distance 11 ) between the emitting and



detecting portions will result in a longer optical path extending deeper in the adjacent

tissue volume than relatively shorter distances.

Figure 4 is a flow chart 200 of a method for operating an optical sensor to obtain

photodetector output signals during tissue oxygenation monitoring. Flow chart 200 and

other flow charts presented herein are intended to illustrate the functional operation of the

device, and should not be construed as reflective of a specific form of software or

hardware necessary to practice the methods described. It is believed that the particular

form of software, hardware and/or firmware will be determined primarily by the particular

system architecture employed in the device and by the particular detection and therapy

delivery methodologies employed by the device. Providing software to accomplish the

described functionality in the context of any modern medical device, given the disclosure

herein, is within the abilities of one of skill in the art.

Methods described in conjunction with flow charts presented herein may be

implemented in a computer-readable medium that includes instructions for causing a

programmable processor to carry out the methods described. A "computer-readable

medium" includes but is not limited to any volatile or non-volatile media, such as a RAM,

ROM, CD-ROM, NVRAM, EEPROM, flash memory, and the like. The instructions may

be implemented as one or more software modules, which may be executed by themselves

or in combination with other software.

At block 202, a measurement time window is initiated. In other embodiments,

tissue perfusion monitoring may be continuous, periodic, or triggered in response to

detecting physiological events, such as arrhythmias, monitored by the medical device.

According to one embodiment, a measurement window is initiated in response to delivery

of a shock therapy. The measurement window may be set to begin before, during or after

shock delivery. After initiating the measurement window, light emission is started at

block 204. Light emission at selected wavelengths may be controlled in a time

multiplexed or frequency multiplexed manner or provided as pulsed or continuous white

or mixed light.

At block 206, the electrical output signal produced by the photodetector is

measured. The output signal may be analyzed using an amplitude approach or an



integration approach. In the integration approach, an integrator is included in the sensor

output circuitry for integrating the photodetector signal, for example using a capacitor.

The signal may be integrated over fixed time intervals, which may be on the order of

approximately 0.10 to 100 ms for example. The magnitude of the integrated signal at the

end of the fixed time interval is stored as a sample data point and corresponds to scattered

light received by the light detecting portion of the optical sensor during the fixed time

interval. Alternatively, the photodetector signal may be integrated until a predetermined

integrated signal magnitude is reached and the time interval required to reach the

predetermined magnitude is stored as a sample data point.

In other embodiments, the amplitude of the photodetector signal may be monitored

directly by sampling the signal amplitude throughout the measurement window. Such

sampling may correspond to sequential time intervals of light source activation times

during time multiplexed operation. Alternatively the frequency may be selected to be

greater than the greatest frequency modulation of a light source in the emitting portion to

allow sampling all of frequencies of emitted light in a frequency multiplexed algorithm.

The measurement window may be set to allow time to acquire a desired number of

output signal sample points for each of the desired wavelengths. The photodetector signal

amplitude or integrated signal amplitude or time interval continues to be sampled during

the measurement window until it expires as determined at decision step 208. Depending

on whether the measurement window is initiated as a periodic monitoring window or a

triggered monitoring window, the duration of the measurement window may vary from a

few seconds to a few minutes or longer.

After acquiring the desired number of samples, the drive signals controlling the

light emitting portion may be turned off and the sampled data points may be stored and

processed for computing 0 2Sat and HbT as will be described further below. The sampled

data points may be filtered or averaged at block 214 to provide smoothing of signal data or

removal of artifact.

At blocks 210 and 212 corrections of sampled data may be made to reduce the

influence of ambient light and baseline offset. Corrections performed in blocks 210 and

212 may be executed before or after filtering at block 214. Ambient light may be



measured directly by measuring the optical signal when the light emitting portion of the

optical sensor is not emitting light. The ambient light contribution may then be subtracted

from the light signal. Baseline offset (sometimes referred to as the "dark signal" or "dark

interval") is caused by current leakage within the optical sensor electronics that occurs in

the absence of light. Correction for the baseline offset for a given sensor can be made

based on a dark signal or dark interval for that sensor, measured, for example, at the time

of device manufacture and qualification testing. If the baseline offset exceeds a desired

threshold, offset correction may be included at block 12 to subtract the offset from the

incoming signal data. The resulting filtered, corrected sampled signal for each of the

wavelengths of interest can be processed, as will be further described herein, for obtaining

an 0 2Sat and HbT for assessing perfusion of the adjacent tissue volume.

Figure 5 is a flow chart of a method 300 for operating an optical sensor during

tissue perfusion monitoring. Method 300 generally corresponds to sensor operation after

implantation, as will be described in conjunction with Figure 7. Once the sensor is

calibrated and acceptably positioned, it is enabled for monitoring tissue perfusion

according to a programmed monitoring algorithm. For example, method 300 generally

corresponds to operations performed during a measurement window set on a periodic or

triggered basis as described above in conjunction with Figure 4 . The measurement

window may also be set as an initial test measurement window during sensor implantation.

At block 302, the light emitting portion of the sensor is controlled to emit light by

applying drive signals to the light source(s). As described previously, light sources may

be controlled to emit light at different wavelengths in a sequential, time-multiplexed

manner or in a simultaneous frequency-multiplexed manner or at multiple simultaneous or

mixed wavelengths when filtered in the detecting portion. A reference photodetector

included in the light emitting portion provides an output signal for measuring the intensity

of light emitted by the sensor at block 308. The output signal is demodulated or otherwise

processed to provide an intensity of light emitted for each of the selected wavelengths at

which attenuation will be measured.

At block 304, the emitted light scattered by the tissue volume is detected by the

photodetector in the light detecting portion. The detecting portion provides an output



signal corresponding to the intensity of light received. The output signal is demodulated

or otherwise processed to provide an intensity of light received for each of the selected

wavelengths.

At block 306, the attenuation spectrum is measured. In one embodiment, the

attenuation of four wavelengths in the red to infrared spectrum is measured. The

attenuation of the four different wavelengths may be measured using sequential detection

of the different wavelengths by the photodetector when a time multiplexed light emission

control algorithm is used. Alternatively, measurement of the four different wavelengths

may involve demodulation of simultaneously detected light at the four different

wavelengths when a frequency multiplexed light emission control algorithm is used. In

other embodiments, remitted light from a white light source or simultaneously emitting

single wavelength sources may be filtered to obtain the four different wavelength

attenuation signals. In still other embodiments, reverse-biased LEDs configured for

narrow-band light detection may be used to detect the four separate wavelengths.

The attenuation for a given wavelength (λ) can be measured as the negative

logarithm of the ratio of the emitted light intensity (i n) to the remitted light intensity (iout):

(1) Α(λ) = -log(i
i
/i ut)

wherein ii„ can be measured using a reference photodetector in the light emitting

portion of the sensor and iout is measured using the output signal of the light detecting

portion for a given wavelength. Remitted light is the light that is scattered by the adjacent

tissue volume and received by the light detecting portion of the optical sensor. The term

"attenuation measurement" as used herein generally refers to a measure of the attenuation

of light due to absorption and scattering by tissue along the optical path of the sensor. The

measured attenuation may therefore not be an exact measurement of the actual light

absorption by the tissue volume since light reflections and scattering may cause

attenuation of the remitted light intensity not attributed to actual light absorption by the

tissue.

Alternatively, the emitted intensity i for each wavelength is measured prior to

implantation, e.g., at the time of manufacture, and assumed to be sufficiently stable

throughout the usable life of the sensor so as to not cause significant measurement error.



In this case, a reference photodetector may be eliminated from the light emitting portion of

the sensor and thereby reduce overall size and complexity of the sensor. One method for

measuring the emitted intensity prior to implantation uses the light detecting portion to

measure the remitted light when the sensor is positioned within a calibrated reflective

housing. The construction of the emitting portion is designed to minimize or prevent drift

in the emitted light intensity over time. Design considerations include minimizing the

distance between the tissue and the photonic surfaces of the light sources.

The attenuation for four wavelengths is determined to allow the second derivative

with respect to wavelength of the attenuation spectra at two intermediate wavelengths to

be computed. This determination of second derivatives at two intermediate wavelengths

allows for computation of a scaled second derivative. By properly selecting the

intermediate wavelengths, a scaled second derivative is an oxygen-dependent and volume-

independent ratio and therefore provides a measure of C^Sat. At block 310, the

attenuation measurement for each intermediate wavelength out of the four detected

wavelengths is converted to a second derivative (D"), expressed generally as:

(2) D' '( = A (
+ 1

) - 2Α(λ + Α(λ )

wherein Α(λ ) is the light attenuation, measured according to Equation 1 above, at

the wavelength for which the second derivative is being computed, A(¾+i) is the

attenuation at the next higher wavelength and Α(λ _ι) is the attenuation at the next lower

wavelength of the four wavelengths. Equation 2 assumes equal spacings between the four

wavelengths. When unequal spacings are used, a different equation for the second

derivative with respect to wavelength is required to account for the different wavelength

spacings.

The second derivative of a selected intermediate wavelength is scaled by the other

computed second derivative at block 312. In one embodiment, the attenuation is measured

for wavelengths at 680 nm, 720 nm, 760 nm, and 800 nm. The second derivatives of the

attenuation spectra are computed at 720 nm and 760 nm and the second derivative at 720

nm is scaled by the second derivative at 760 nm. The scaled second derivative (SD") of

the 720 nm attenuation can be expressed as

(3) SD" = D"(720)/D"(760)



This SD"(720) is dependent on tissue oxygen saturation and independent of the

total hemoglobin and optical path length. The reduced dependence on total hemoglobin

and optical path length is expected to reduce the effects of motion artifact on the oxygen

measurement.

Once the scaled second derivative is obtained, the stored calibration data is used at

block 314 to derive the absolute 0 2Sat. The second derivative for attenuation at 720 nm

wavelength (as well as 760 nm) is dependent on oxygen saturation and total hemoglobin.

Thus, at block 316, HbT may be determined knowing the D"(720), or D"(760), with

respect to wavelength, the derived absolute 0 2Sat, and the stored calibration data.

Tissue oxygenation, as defined herein, is a function of both tissue 0 2Sat and HbT.

Depending on the particular tissue oxygenation monitoring application, the derived 0 2Sat

and HbT may each be used separately in a monitoring algorithm or combined to determine

a tissue oxygenation index used to monitor a patient's status and/or detect a physiological

condition. As will be described herein, post-shock monitoring for hemodynamic recovery

of the heart may include monitoring a selected indicator of restored perfusion, e.g. HbT,

with other variables such as 0 2Sat or a tissue perfusion index optionally used to

corroborate the finding. At block 322, a tissue oxygenation index may be computed as a

function of 0 2Sat and HbT. For example, a tissue oxygenation index may be a weighted

combination of the 0 2Sat and HbT measurements. In one embodiment, a tissue

oxygenation index is computed as:

(4) TOI = 0.8 0 2 Sat + 0.2 HbT

It is recognized that other weighting factors may be used and the selected

weighting factors may even be tailored to an individual patient and a particular

monitoring/detection algorithm.

Thus, a tissue oxygenation index computed using absolute measurements of 0 2Sat

and HbT can be available on a continuous or periodic basis in an ambulatory patient. The

TOI and/or the individual calibrated values of 0 2Sat and HbT may be used for tracking a

patient's baseline tissue oxygenation, changes in patient status, detecting

hemodynamically unstable arrhythmias, and detecting hemodynamic recovery following a

shock therapy.



The absolute values of 0 2Sat, HbT and the TOI computed using the calibrated

absolute values of 0 2Sat and HbT are computed and stored by the ICD. Additionally,

differences between each of these oxygenation measures and a baseline or other earlier

corresponding measure may be computed and stored as calibrated trended variables. As

such, in addition to storing the absolute values, trended values of each of the oxygenation

measurements may be stored as changes in the absolute values over time, referred to as

d0 2 Sat, dHbT or dTOI, which each represent the difference between a current

measurement and a previous measurement of the same calibrated measurement.

Alternatively or additionally, non-calibrated values and trends of the oxygenation

measurements may be determined and stored. Since sensor calibration can be time

consuming and adds to computational burden for computing a calibrated measurement, it

may be desirable to compute non-calibrated values and trends of oxygenation

measurements without conversion of those measurements to an absolute value. For

example, a scaled second derivative of a properly selected wavelength, SD"(X), is a

volume-independent measure of 0 2Sat and may be computed as an index of 0 2Sat without

conversion to a calibrated measurement. Likewise, " (λ), which is volume and oxygen

dependent, can provide an index of HbT without conversion to a calibrated measurement.

Each of these uncalibrated measurements may be used individually as baseline indices of

tissue oxygenation or combined in a computation of a TOI, such as a weighted linear

combination of the uncalibrated measurements similar to Equation (4) above.

The uncalibrated measurements of SD" , " (λ), and a TPI computed using

SD"(X) and " (λ) may optionally be determined and stored at device implant for use as

baseline measurements and measured during patient monitoring for monitoring patient

status and for detecting hemodynamic recovery following a shock therapy. Detection of

hemodynamic recovery following a shock therapy may be used to guide a decision to

repeat shock delivery or select other therapies or possibly generate notifications according

to the hemodynamic and EGM signal status. Trends in each of the uncalibrated

measurements over time, referred to as dSD" ), dD' '(λ), and dTPI, may also be

determined and stored as the difference between a current uncalibrated measurement and a

previous corresponding measurement.



In summary, various algorithms for monitoring a patient's tissue oxygenation

status and detecting hemodynamic recovery following an arrhythmia therapy may utilize

calibrated measurements (0 2 Sat and HbT), trends in the calibrated measurements (d0 2Sat

and dHbt), uncalibrated measurements (SD"(X) and " (λ)), and/or trends in the

uncalibrated measurements (dSD"(X) and dD"(X)) or any combination of the foregoing

measurements and trends. Furthermore, indices or trends of indices of tissue oxygenation

determined using 2- or 3-wavelength sensors may be used.

The oxygen saturation measurement derived from a scaled second derivative is a

volume-independent measurement and is therefore expected to have reduced susceptibility

to motion artifact, which could alter the optical pathway and thus alter the measurement

volume. However, some embodiments may utilize the measured HbT, which is dependent

on the measurement volume, to filter or blank tissue perfusion monitoring during periods

in which HbT is out of a normal range, which may be due to motion or activity of the

patient.

Accordingly, in one embodiment, the measured HbT is compared to an acceptable

range, e.g. between approximately 1% and approximately 25%, at block 318. If HbT is

out of the acceptable range, tissue motion may be causing erroneous HbT measurements.

At block 320, the tissue perfusion measurement is blanked or otherwise deemed invalid

based on the out-of-range HbT measurement. For example, patient activity may result in

oscillatory movements that produce a signal that is intermittently in and out of the

acceptable range. Shock delivery causes sudden movement of the patient. Intervals in

which the HbT measurement is out-of-range may be blanked for determining a tissue

oxygenation index. During intervals in which the HbT measurement is in range, the tissue

oxygenation index is computed at block 322. When HbT is out of range, the absolute

tissue oxygen saturation measurement may also be ignored or still be determined and

stored.

Figure 6 is a flow chart of an alternative method 400 for using an optical sensor

capable of measuring absolute tissue oxygen saturation for monitoring tissue oxygenation.

At block 402, control signals are applied to drive circuitry to control the emission of light

from the light emitting portion of the optical sensor.



In one embodiment, a reference photodetector 110 is included in the light emitting

portion to provide a reference signal measuring the emitted light. The intensity of the

emitted light may be controlled using a reference feedback signal as indicated by block

404. In other methods, a reference photodetector is used to measure the emitted light

intensity for computing the attenuation of each wavelength using Equation 1 above. In

method 400, the emitted light intensity is measured using the reference photodetector for

controlling light emission such that the emitted intensity ( i l ) at each of the wavelengths

used for attenuation measurements is maintained within a specified range.

An emitted light reference signal measured at block 404 using the reference

photodetector output signal is provided as feedback to the control module controlling light

emission at block 402. Drive signals applied to the light emitting portion may be adjusted

in response to the emitted light reference signal to maintain the emitted light intensity

within a target range for each wavelength selected for attenuation measurements.

When the emitted light is controlled to be maintained within a specified range, the

emitted light intensity (ii ) in the attenuation Equation (1) above becomes a constant.

Manipulation of the second derivative Equation (2) above results in a modified second

derivative equation:

(5) D' '(^modified = Ci - log(i 0 ut i+ i + 21og(iout)¾ - log(iout)u-i

which may be rewritten as:

(6) D' '(^modified = Ci + log {(ioutXi /((ioutXi+l)(ioutXi-l)}

The term C for a given wavelength becomes a calibration constant. Thus, a

modified scaled second derivative may be computed using only the detecting portion

output signal and the calibration constants C determined for each of the measured

wavelengths. In the case where there is no reference measurement for emitted light

intensities at each wavelength, but the drive signal to the light sources is controllable, the

constants Ci are predetermined functions of the drive signal. Note that the above Equation

6 is written for equal wavelength spacing and will include more terms for non-equal

wavelength spacing.

The scattered light is detected by the optical sensor at block 406 and used to

compute the modified second derivatives at block 408 at two (or more) intermediate



wavelengths. The modified second derivatives need only be computed for two

intermediate wavelengths being used to compute 0 2Sat and HbT.

A simplified scaled second derivative may be used as an estimate of tissue oxygen

saturation in which the constants are ignored in the above equations. A simplified

scaled second derivative may take the form of:

(7) SD " = - lo f + 21og i i - lo ( t

- log(iout)xi+2 + 21og(i0 ut i+ i - log(i 0 t)

This simplified scaled second derivative may be useful for measuring an

uncalibrated, index of 0 2Sat at block 410. A corresponding uncalibrated index of HbT

may be computed at block 412 using the simplified second derivative computed using

Equation 6. The 0 2Sat and HbT indices may be used individually or combined in a TOI

computed as a function of both at block 414.

In addition or alternatively to using the emitted light reference signal as feedback

to control light emission, the emitted light reference signal may be used by the monitoring

module to adjust the computed modified second derivatives at block 408. Shifts in the

intensity of the emitted light may be accounted for by introducing a correction term in the

equation used to compute the modified second derivative. Accordingly, an adjusted

modified second derivative for a selected intermediate wavelength used to compute

absolute oxygen saturation might be computed using:

(8) = Ci - log(i out + C i+i + 21og(i0 ut + Τ) ί - log(i o u t CT) i_i

wherein CT is a correction term determined for each wavelength using the emitted

light reference signal and is used to adjust the remitted light intensities iout for each

wavelength. The CT may be a positive or negative value.

In the methods described herein for monitoring hemodynamic recovery following

an arrhythmia therapy, the modified second derivative computations may be substituted

for second derivative computations used in deriving volume-independent indices of 0 2Sat

and indices of HbT.

Figure 7 is a flow chart of a method for using an optical sensor incorporated in an

ICD system. At block 252 of method 250, the optical sensor is calibrated using control

samples, for example in an in vitro blood circuit, having known oxygen saturation and



total hemoglobin concentration. The calibration method may be used to generate a look

up table. A look-up table of values relating measurements computed from the

photodetector output signal and the known 0 2Sat and HbT may be stored in the device

memory. The look-up table can then be used to derive absolute 0 2Sat and Hbt values

from an optical sensor measurement, as will be further described below.

Alternatively, calibration methods may include curve-fitting methods to solve for

coefficients defining best- fit curves to the calibration data. In one embodiment, the

absolute tissue oxygen saturation is defined by:

(9) 0 2 sat = AeB(SD"(V+ C

wherein SD" is a scaled second derivative of the attenuation spectra at a selected

wavelength (λ ) . As described above, a scaled second derivative of the attenuation spectra

at a selected wavelength is determined by the monitoring module using the photodetector

signal. The scaled second derivative is the ratio of the second derivative with respect to

wavelength of the attenuation spectra at a selected wavelength to the second derivative

of the attenuation spectra at another selected wavelength used for scaling. By properly

selecting the wavelength λ and the other wavelength used for scaling, the scaled second

derivative is an oxygen-dependent and volume-independent ratio. The coefficients A, B

and C are determined through best- fit analysis of measurements of the scaled second

derivative for calibration samples having known oxygen saturation.

The total tissue hemoglobin volume fraction can be defined by the equation:

(10) HbT = [M(100-O2Sat) + L]*[(D " (A)W/d )/S ]

wherein M, N, and L are coefficients determined during calibration and D A

/ is the second derivative of the attenuation spectra with respect to wavelength at the

selected intermediate wavelength λ . The second derivative of the attenuation spectra with

respect to wavelength at a given wavelength is also referred to generally herein as " (λ) .

" (λ) is measured for samples containing known total hemoglobin volume fraction and

known oxygen saturation. The calibration coefficients M, N and L may then be computed

for a best- fit of the measured second derivative values and known 0 2 Sat and HbT.

Alternatively, the measured second derivative values and known 0 2Sat and HbT may be



used to generate a look-up table for converting the measured second derivative values to

HbT.

SF is a spacing factor which may be used to adjust for an emitting-to-detecting

portion spacing that may be different during measurements than that used during

calibration. Since the HbT measurement is dependent on both C^Sat and the measurement

volume, and measurement volume is dependent on the optical pathway defined at least in

part by the spacing between the emitting and detecting portions, the HbT measurement

needs to be corrected for changes in emitting-to-detecting portion spacing. For example,

the sensor may be calibrated using a nominal emitting-to-detecting portion spacing,

however when multiple emitting and/or detecting portions are selectable in a sensor or

combination of sensors, the spacing may be different during monitoring than that used

during calibration. As such, a spacing factor corresponding to selectable emitting and

detecting portions may be stored and used to correct the HbT measurement when a

different spacing is used during monitoring than during calibration.

At block 254, the sensor is positioned at a desired implant site (or external site in

the case of an external device to be worn by the patient). A test measurement is performed

at block 256. The absolute C 2S t and HbT are determined from the sensor output signal

using the stored calibration data. The measured values are compared to an acceptable

measurement range at block 258. This comparison may be performed manually or

automatically using a programmed range stored in the medical device memory. An

acceptable measurement range generally corresponds to an expected physiological range

for C^Sat and HbT. For example, an acceptable range for tissue C^Sat might be defined to

be between approximately 80% and 90%. An acceptable range for HbT might be defined

to be between approximately 1% and 25%. These ranges may vary depending on the type

of tissue adjacent to the sensor, the heterogeneity of the tissue, the oxygenation state of the

patient and other factors. The acceptable measurement range may be defined nominally or

tailored to a given patient.

If the tissue oxygen saturation exceeds a predefined expected range, for example

greater than approximately 90%, the sensor may be in a position that results in arterial

blood strongly contributing to the tissue oxygen saturation measurement. If the



monitoring application is concerned with measuring tissue perfusion, e.g. in skeletal

muscle, rather than arterial oxygen saturation, the sensor may be repositioned at block

264.

Likewise, if the oxygen saturation is too low, for example less than approximately

80%, the sensor may be in a position that results in venous blood strongly contributing to

the oxygen saturation measurement. If the absolute oxygen saturation falls below an

expected physiological range for the particular sensing application, the sensor may be

repositioned at block 264.

If the total hemoglobin is less than a predetermined range, for example less than

approximately 1%, the sensor may be improperly positioned against the tissue (poor tissue

contact) or in a position over a non-tissue medium or low or non-perfused tissue. For

example, if the sensor is positioned over fat, scar tissue, clear body fluids, or other

implanted medical device components, the total tissue hemoglobin concentration may be

below a normal physiological range for perfused tissue. A total tissue hemoglobin of

greater than an acceptable physiological range, for example greater than approximately

25%, may indicate blood pooling in the measurement volume beneath the sensor or other

sensor measurement error. If the HbT test measurement is outside a predefined acceptable

range, the sensor may be repositioned at block 264.

Once the C^Sat and HbT measurements are confirmed to be in an acceptable

physiological range for the tissue being monitored, at block 258, a tissue uniformity index

may be determined at block 260. A tissue uniformity index is determined by utilizing at

least two different emitting-to-detecting portion spacings. Accordingly, at least two

different combinations of light sources and light detectors at two different spacings must

be available, on the same or different optical sensors, positioned adjacent a target tissue

volume.

When at least two different spacings are available, the absolute tissue oxygen

saturation is measured using the two different spacings and compared. A tissue uniformity

index may be computed based on the difference between two or more measurements

performed using different emitting-to-detecting portion spacing. Each measurement

would involve different measurement volumes defined by different measurement



pathways extending through the tissue. For example, a relatively greater emitting-to-

detecting portion spacing would result in greater depth of the measurement pathway and

measurement volume.

If the difference between two measurements is small, the tissue is relatively

uniform through the depth of the larger measurement volume. If the difference between

two measurements is large, the tissue is non-uniform heterogeneous. A threshold for

detecting uniform, homogeneous tissue versus non-uniform, heterogeneous tissue volumes

may be selected according to a particular application. Detection of heterogeneous tissue

may warrant repositioning of the sensor. A tissue uniformity index may indicate the most

appropriate emitter-to-detector spacing for measuring within a desired tissue volume and

therefore guide selection of light sources and light detectors when multiple combinations

are available.

In summary, the initial Sat , HbT, and tissue uniformity measurements can be

used individually or in combination to decide if the sensor position is acceptable at block

262. If not the sensor may be repositioned at block 264. Instead of repositioning the

sensor when unacceptable tissue uniformity or HbT or C^Sat measurements are obtained, a

different optical path may be selected by selecting a different combination of light

source(s) and light detector when available. For example, multiple light sources and light

detectors may be available in one or more sensors to allow selection of different optical

paths.

If the sensor position is acceptable, the sensor is fixed at the desired site, and

baseline C^Sat and HbT measurements may be acquired and stored at block 266 according

to the needs of the particular sensing application. Baseline measurements may be acquired

for comparison to future measurements, for use in learning algorithms performed during

clinical interventions or during naturally occurring arrhythmias for use in setting

thresholds applied to tissue oxygenation measurements.

At block 268 preliminary detection thresholds are set for detecting post-shock

hemodynamic recovery. A detection threshold may be set as a percentage change or other

defined interval from an initial post-shock measurement or other initial measurement taken

just prior to or during the shock.



After setting preliminary thresholds at block 268, pulses may be delivered to the

heart to simulate a naturally-occurring arrhythmia at block 270. Arrhythmia simulation

may include delivering high rate pacing pulses to simulate a fast tachycardia or delivering

pulses to induce tachycardia or fibrillation. Current clinical practice often includes

inducing a ventricular fibrillation (VF) episode during an ICD implantation procedure to

verify an acceptable defibrillation shock threshold. After inducing VF at block 270, a

defibrillation shock is delivered at block 271 to terminate the induced VF. In other

practice, an arrhythmia may be simulated at block 270 by delivering high rate ventricular

pacing to simulate ventricular tachycardia. In this case, the high rate pacing is terminated

at block 271 to allow an intrinsic sinus rhythm to be restored.

The optical sensor response to a simulated arrhythmia is assessed at block 272.

For example, measurements obtained continuously or at predefined time points before,

during and after the defibrillation shock following a simulated arrhythmia may be

compared to assess the change in 0 2Sat, HbT, and/or a tissue oxygenation index computed

from the measured 0 2Sat and HbT. Changes in the oxygenation measurements and

comparisons of the measurements to the preliminary thresholds set at block 268 can be

used to determine if an appropriate detection of hemodynamic recovery is made following

a simulated arrhythmia.

Adjustment of the preliminary threshold(s) may be made based on the sensor

response. Adjustments may be made manually or automatically by the device. If an

appropriate recovery detection is made, the preliminary thresholds are accepted and set as

the detection thresholds at block 274. If not, the thresholds are adjusted appropriately

based on the oxygenation measurements following shock delivery. If an appropriate

recovery detection is made, but a large difference exists between the threshold(s) and the

oxygenation measurements, the threshold may be adjusted to provide greater sensitivity to

detecting hemodynamic recovery and discriminating between a successful and

unsuccessful shock therapy.

Figure 8 is a flow chart of a method 340 for monitoring patient status including

monitoring for hemodynamic recovery following an arrhythmia therapy. At block 341,

perfusion monitoring is enabled. Tissue oxygenation monitoring may be enabled at the



time of device implantation based on acceptable sensor positioning, baseline

measurements, and sensor response to a simulated arrhythmia episode.

Tissue oxygenation measurements may be performed on a periodic basis for

assessing patient status, sensor function, and resetting baseline measurements or adjusting

thresholds applied to tissue oxygenation measurements for detecting hemodynamic

recovery or other events. In particular, tissue oxygenation measurements are performed

on a triggered basis upon delivery of a shock therapy to the heart for determining shock

therapy outcome. While methods described herein relate to monitoring hemodynamic

recovery following a shock therapy, assessment of hemodynamic function following other

types of arrhythmia therapies may be performed as well using the tissue oxygenation

monitoring methods described herein.

At block 342, the device determines if it is time to perform periodic measurements,

e.g. based on expiration of a periodic timer. Periodic measurements may be obtained at

any desired time interval, for example hourly, daily or weekly. Periodic time

measurements may be adjusted automatically or manually if measurements are desired on

a more or less frequent basis. For example, if a change greater than a predetermined

percentage or predefined range is detected since a previous measurement, the frequency of

periodic measurements may be increased to allow closer monitoring of patient status.

If it is time for performing periodic measurements, the ICD confirms the patient is

in normal sinus rhythm at block 343 . Normal sinus rhythm is typically verified based on

regular EGM event intervals (P-P intervals or R-R intervals) occurring at a rate less than a

tachycardia detection rate. If normal sinus rhythm is present, the tissue oxygenation

measurements are performed at block 344. Performing tissue oxygenation measurements

involves computing the uncalibrated SD"(T) and D" ( )values. These values may be

stored as indices of 0 2Sat and HbT or converted to calibrated absolute 0 2Sat and HbT

measurements using stored calibration data when available. A TOI may then be computed

using the uncalibrated SD" ( ) and " (λ) values and/or the calibrated C^Sat and HbT.

At block 346, the measurements are stored and may be used to determine a patient

status. For example, a patient tissue oxygenation status may be indicated as low or normal

based on the oxygenation measurements. A low or hypoxic status may warrant more



frequent patient monitoring or generating a warning provided to the patient or to a

clinician.

At block 348, the oxygenation measurements may be used to determine and store a

status of the optical sensor. If either of the 0 2Sat or HbT measurements is out of the

acceptable measurement range, the sensor status may be indicated as unreliable. Tissue

oxygenation measurements may be temporarily or permanently disabled based on out of

range measurements.

The oxygenation measurements performed at block 344 and determination of

sensor status at block 348 may be analogous to the measurements and comparisons

performed at the time of device implant (with the exception of a simulated arrhythmia) as

discussed in conjunction with Figure 7 . In other words, comparisons to acceptable

measurement ranges and a measured tissue uniformity index may be used to select a new

combination of light source(s) and light detectors (when available) to change the optical

path of the sensor, update stored baseline measurements, and/or adjust the detection

thresholds applied to the oxygenation measurements as indicated at block 350.

Whenever a shock therapy is needed, as determined at block 352, tissue

oxygenation measurements are triggered for use in determining shock success. A shock

therapy may be delivered to treat a detected tachycardia or fibrillation according to a

programmed menu of therapies. First, a blanking interval may be applied at block 354

during shock delivery. The blanking interval corresponds to an interval of time in which

large motion artifact can occur due to delivery of the high voltage shock pulse. The

blanking interval may be defined as a nominal interval or based on clinical or empirical

measurements of a time interval beginning at shock delivery until motion artifact in the

optical sensor signal has subsided.

In some embodiments, an accelerometer signal may be provided as input as

indicated by block 355 in determining the end point of the blanking interval following

shock delivery. When patient motion has subsided based on an accelerometer signal, the

blanking interval is terminated. A blanking interval is expected to be on the order of

approximately 0.5 seconds up to approximately 5 seconds and is generally set as short as

possible to allow hemodynamic recovery to be detected as quickly as possible after shock



delivery. Stated differently, it is desirable to detect a lack of hemodynamic recovery as

quickly as possible after shock delivery in order to repeat shock delivery if the initial

shock fails to restore hemodynamic function.

Tissue oxygenation measurements are performed at block 356 upon expiration of

the blanking interval and stored as initial T(0) measurements. In alternative embodiments,

T(0) measurements may be performed just prior to shock delivery, e.g. during charging of

capacitors used to deliver the high energy shock pulse. In still other embodiments, an

initial T(0) measurement may be made immediately upon detecting an arrhythmia with

additional measurements optionally taken at selected time points leading up to and/or

immediately after shock delivery.

Absolute 0 2Sat and HbT may be measured at block 356. Alternatively, for the

purposes of detecting hemodynamic recovery after an arrhythmia therapy, uncalibrated

measurements may be computed without conversion to absolute, calibrated values.

During a post-shock episode, the use of the uncalibrated values may save processing time

allowing a trend in tissue oxygenation measurements to quickly be determined that

indicates restored tissue perfusion associated with shock therapy success or ongoing tissue

ischemia due to hemodynamic compromise associated with shock therapy failure. As used

herein, "success" of a shock therapy refers to restoration of perfusion as indicated by an

increasing tissue oxygenation measurement, e.g., an increasing HbT. Blood pressure is

one example of a more direct measure that could be used for detecting restored

hemodynamic function. HbT is a tissue oxygenation measurement that relates to the

perfusion of the tissue and can be considered a surrogate for blood pressure in detecting

restored hemodynamic function. "Failure", or "non-success", of a shock therapy as used

herein generally refers to failure to measure an increase in a tissue oxygenation

measurement corresponding to restored hemodynamic function following shock delivery.

If the perfusion measurements at T(0) are still within the predetermined acceptable

measurement range, indicating proper sensor operation, a post-shock detection window is

set at block 358. If the T(0) perfusion measurements are outside of an acceptable

measurement range, post-shock assessment of tissue oxygenation for shock therapy



outcome determination may be disabled. A post-shock detection window may be on the

order of approximately 5 to approximately 20 seconds.

During the post-shock detection window, optical sensor measurements are

continuously obtained (sampled) at block 360 for computing oxygenation measurements.

The oxygenation measurements may be filtered using a low pass filter as indicated at

block 361 . Low pass filtering may be controlled using feedback from the accelerometer

signal 355 to remove high frequency changes in the tissue oxygenation measurements

associated with motion artifact due to shock delivery.

A trend in oxygenation measurements is determined at block 362 as the difference

between an updated measurement and the T(0) measurement previously determined at

block 356 (or any selected reference measurement obtained at a selected time point after

arrhythmia detection or immediately after shock delivery). The trends may be trends of

calibrated values of 0 2 Sat (d0 2Sa t = 0 2 Sat 0 2 Sat
T(o

)), HbT (dHbT = HbT - HbTT(0))

and/or a TOI (dTOI = TOI; - ΤΟΙτ(ο)), computed as a function of both 0 2 Sat and Hbt.

The trends may alternatively be computed for the uncalibrated indices of 0 2Sat of HbT,

i.e. dSD"^), dD" ( ) and/or dTOI wherein the TOI is computed as a function of both

SD"^) and D"^).

The trend(s) are then compared to predefined threshold criteria at block 364. A

threshold applied to the trends may be defined for each of the oxygenation measurements

independently, or a single threshold may be defined for the TOI. For example, if both

dHbT and d0 2Sat (or the corresponding uncalibrated trends) increase above a

predetermined threshold within the post-shock monitoring window, the shock therapy is

determined to be successful at block 366. In one embodiment, the dHbT or ά " (λ) is

determined at block 362 and compared to a threshold at block 364 to identify an increasing

trend. The threshold may be defined, for example, as a fixed difference, as a slope

between the T(0) measurement and the current measurement, or a percentage increase

from the T(0) measurement.

If dHbT or D ( ) is determined to be non-increasing or flat, e.g. based on

variation within a predetermined range of the initial T(0) measurement or less than the

T(0) measurement, hemodynamic function is determined as not being restored and the



shock therapy is detected as a failed therapy at block 376. If dHbT or dD ( ) is found to

increase and remain above a predefined threshold, but d0 2Sat or dSD"(X) does not

increase above a predetermined threshold or is decreasing, a confounding physiological

condition may exist such as venous blood pooling in the vicinity of the sensor.

Accordingly, one or both of the tissue oxygenation measurements relating to HbT and 0 2_

Sat may be used to detect restored tissue oxygenation as evidence of hemodynamic

recovery following a successful shock therapy. A combination of both HbT and 0 2Sat

measurement trends may be used to discriminate between restored tissue perfusion due to

restored cardiac mechanical function and other conditions that may cause disparity

between the HbT and 0 2Sat trends.

If the shock is successful, a time-based slope of dHbT or dD" or one of the

other trended variables may be stored at block 368 as a recovery index. The recovery

index is used as an indication of the quality of the arrhythmia recovery. If the recovery is

relatively slow or weak, i.e. a low slope of the trended variable, the patient might be more

likely to experience a recurring arrhythmia, for example due to myocardial ischemia, or

require additional therapeutic support. The time required for hemodynamic recovery

following shock delivery may vary between patients, for example depending on their

cardiac conduction status. As such, a slope of the trended variable or other recovery index

may be evaluated in light of individual patient history or known conduction status.

If the recovery index is less than a predefined threshold, as determined at block

370, the ICD may be maintained in a ready state at block 372 to quickly detect a recurring

arrhythmia and/or quickly delivery another shock therapy. In general, a low recovery

index may be used to adjust a control parameter used by the ICD in controlling delivery of

an arrhythmia therapy following the delivered shock therapy. Such control parameters can

include both arrhythmia detection parameters and therapy delivery parameters. For

example, arrhythmia detection criteria may be adjusted to allow quicker detection of a

recurring arrhythmia. Additionally or alternatively, capacitor charging for shock therapy

delivery may be initiated early, e.g. prior to meeting arrhythmia redetection criteria, in

response to a poor recovery index or shock therapy control parameters may be adjusted.



For example, charging may be initiated upon a predetermined number of fast intervals

being detected, prior to confirming an early, recurring arrhythmia detection.

Tissue oxygenation monitoring may continue for a predetermined monitoring

interval at block 374 to allow an early or recurring arrhythmia that is hemodynamically

unstable to be quickly detected and to assess patient status. The monitoring interval set at

block 374 may extend from shock delivery or the expiration of the post-shock window for

a relatively longer period of time than the post-shock window. A successful shock therapy

but a low level of perfusion based on HbT measurements or low tissue oxygenation based

on the oxygenation measurements may warrant clinical attention or additional device-

delivered therapies to provide hemodynamic support.

In some embodiments, therapy outcome thresholds used at block 364 to detect a

trend of increasing tissue oxygenation measures may be defined based on Principle

Component Analysis (PCA) of the tissue oxygenation measurements. PCA involves

plotting the C^Sat and HbT measurements (or uncalibrated indices thereof) in a two-

dimensional space (or multidimensional space when additional physiological variables are

being used in combination with the oxygenation measurements). A vector identifying a

first principle component of variation of the plotted measurements is computed. The first

principle component of variation of the measurements may be identified for therapy

success and/or for therapy failure and used as a template for detecting a shock outcome

when the first principle component of monitored oxygenation measurements approach a

stored first principal component template for a given outcome.

Additionally or alternatively, a vector identifying a first principle component of

variation of the plotted measurements during various confounding situations, such as

during motion associated with shock delivery, may be determined for use in artifact

removal. In this case, a principle component that is normal (orthogonal) to the first

principle component of the plotted measurements in the presence of artifact, e.g. during

shock delivery, can be used to remove the effect of the artifact from the measurement

variation. This would allow the blanking interval to be eliminated so that oxygenation

monitoring can be delivered immediately or even prior to and/or during shock delivery.

Principle component analysis methods generally described in U.S. Pat. Appl. No.



61/144,943, incorporated herein by reference in its entirety, may be adapted for use with

the tissue oxygenation measurements described herein. For example, an n-dimensional

measurement undergoing PCA may include 0 2Sat and HbT or the uncalibrated values of

S D " ( ) and " (λ) as two of n-dimensions. Alternatively, a TOI computed using a

combination of 0 2Sat and HbT or SD"(X) and D' '(λ) may be included as one of the n-

dimensions combined with other physiological variables such a measurement obtained

from an EGM signal or other hemodynamic measurements.

If the trended variables do not increase to meet or exceed predefined therapy

success threshold criteria, the shock therapy is determined as failed at block 3 6. The

shock may be repeated at block 378, for example using a higher shock energy, according

to a programmed schedule of tiered shock therapies. Method 340 then returns to block

354 to apply a blanking interval (if used) and monitor tissue oxygenation during another

post-shock monitoring window.

Figure 9 is a time-based plot 500 of exemplary response curves for calibrated

trends in 0 2Sat and HbT during induced VF and delivery of a defibrillation shock therapy.

In ECG 502, blood pressure 504, d0 2Sat 506 and dHbT 508 are shown beginning from a

time during the induced VF and extending through delivery of a defibrillation shock at

time 510 and delivery of a second shock at time 512.

The plotted d0 2Sat and dHbT are expressed as percentages of baseline

measurements measured just prior to shock delivery. The trended variables d0 2Sat and

dHbT may be determined as a percentage of a baseline measurement, as shown, or as a

difference from a baseline measurement. Attenuation spectra were measured at 680 nm,

720 nm, 760 nm and 800 nm, and the SD"(720) nm and D"(720) were computed from the

attenuation spectra. SD"(720) nm and D"(720) were then used to compute calibrated

0 2Sat and HbT sample points from which the plotted trends were computed. Three

different spacings between the light sources and the light detector were used including

7mm, 10 mm and 13 mm. The results for the three different spacings are plotted and each

show similar trends.

The first shock delivered at time 510 failed to restore normal sinus rhythm as

observed on the ECG 502 and the flat pressure signal 504. Immediately following shock



delivery at time 510, i.e. within the first 1-3 seconds, both d0 2Sat 506 and dHbT 508

exhibit an offset due to motion caused by the shock delivery. After the initial offset

change, d0 2Sat is observed to decline while dHbT remains relatively flat.

Delivery of a second shock at time 512 is followed by restored normal sinus

rhythm as observed on the ECG 502 and restoration of normal pulse pressure as observed

on the pressure signal 504. After an initial offset change due to motion artifact, d0 2Sat

506 and dHbT 508 both exhibit an increasing trend consistent with the return of normal

pulse pressure and improved tissue perfusion.

In the bottom two panels, a filtered d0 2Sat 506' and filtered dHbT 508' are shown.

The filtered d0 2Sat 506' is obtained by low pass filtering the d0 2Sat 506 signal to remove

the offset occurring early after shock delivery. Likewise, the filtered dHbT 508' is

obtained after low pass filtering of the dHbT 508 signal. Low pass filtering can remove

offset due to shock-induced motion artifact to allow earlier evaluation of measurements

and trends following shock delivery. A filtering pass band may be defined using an

accelerometer signal for removing higher frequency signal changes caused by motion

artifact due to shock delivery.

Response curves similar to those shown in Figure 9 may be acquired and displayed

to a clinician during ICD implantation to allow the clinician to select a sensor implant site,

select emitting-to-detecting portion spacings when multiple light sources and/or light

detectors are available, storing baseline measurements, and setting detection thresholds.

Plots similar to those shown in Figure 9 may also be generated using stored tissue

oxygenation data acquired during detected arrhythmia episodes and shock delivery for

later review and analysis by a clinician.

Figure 10 is a flow chart 600 of a method for monitoring for hemodynamic

recovery and guiding therapy delivery decisions following a shock therapy according to an

alternative embodiment. At block 602, arrhythmia redetection conditions are set.

Redetection conditions may be programmed by a user and stored in memory of the ICD.

Conditions for redetection of a shockable rhythm by the ICD may be based on EGM signal

analysis alone or on the combination of EGM signals with tissue oxygenation monitoring.

It is recognized that depending on the particular medical device being used, subcutaneous



ECG signals may be analyzed for detecting a cardiac arrhythmia. As such, when referring

to EGM signals herein, it is contemplated that subcutaneous ECG signals could be

included or substituted.

When EGM signal analysis is used without tissue oxygenation monitoring for

redetecting a shockable rhythm, the redetection criteria that must be met before delivering

another shock are typically more aggressive than initial detection criteria. This allows

quicker redetection and further attempts at treating the sustained arrhythmia. For example,

initial detection criteria may require both rate detection criteria and morphology detection

criteria be met. The rate criteria may require eight or ten cardiac cycles falling in a fast

tachycardia or fibrillation detection zone. Redetection based only on EGM signal analysis

typically requires fewer cardiac cycles, for example, three cardiac cycles within the

detection zone, and typically disables morphology detection criteria. Such aggressive

redetection criteria allow a potentially fatal arrhythmia to be quickly redetected and

treated.

When tissue oxygenation monitoring is enabled and hemodynamic recovery is

detected, the redetection criteria based on EGM signal analysis may be less aggressive.

Less aggressive redetection when the patient's hemodynamic status is known to be

improving or stable allows more time to confirm the heart rhythm based on EGM signals

and/or deliver less aggressive therapies such as anti-tachycardia pacing (ATP) therapy.

As such, one set of EGM-based redetection criteria may be established at block

602 for use in the situation when hemodynamic recovery is detected, and a different set of

EGM-based redetection criteria may be established for use when hemodynamic recovery

is not detected. In some embodiments, a third redetection criteria may be stored for use

when tissue oxygenation monitoring is not enabled or oxygenation measurements are

deemed unreliable, e.g. due to out-of-range measurements.

At block 604, EGM/ECG signal monitoring is performed. If a shockable rhythm is

detected at block 606 according to initial rhythm detection criteria, a shock is delivered at

block 608. Post-shock tissue oxygenation monitoring is initiated at block 610.

Oxygenation measurement trends are computed at block 612 to determine if an increasing

trend is present, as indicated at block 614, indicating restored hemodynamic function.



Monitoring tissue oxygenation and detecting an increasing trend in oxygenation

measurements can be performed as generally described above in conjunction with Figure

8.

If an increasing trend is not detected, the redetection criteria stored for use when

hemodynamic recovery is not detected are selected at block 616. As described above,

these redetection criteria will be relatively more aggressive than initial detection criteria

and criteria used when hemodynamic recovery is detected. The more aggressive

redetection criteria, for example fewer intervals to detect, allow redetection to occur

rapidly. If a shockable rhythm is redetected according to the more aggressive redetection

criteria at block 618, another shock therapy is delivered at block 620.

If a shockable rhythm is not redetected at block 618, but hemodynamic recovery

has not been detected either, another serious rhythm condition such as pulseless electrical

activity, electromechanical dissociation, or asystole may be present as indicated at

detection block 640. For example, normal sinus rhythm may be detected based on EGM

analysis but the absence of hemodynamic recovery may indicate PEA or EMD. In other

cases, neither normal sinus rhythm nor hemodynamic recovery is detected indicating an

absence or severe compromise of both electrical and mechanical function.

In any of these situations, the IMD may generate an alarm at block 642. An alarm

may include transmitting an emergency message from the implanted device to an external

home monitor or programmer. The external device may then transmit an emergency

notification to a centralized patient database, networked computer in a clinic or hospital, or

other networked communication device, or make a 911 phone call for notifying medical

personnel or emergency responders. If the IMD is enabled for wireless communication

with a cellular network directly, the IMD may make a 9 11 phone call. Emergency

notification of medical personnel is generally disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 6,292,698 (Duffin

et al.), hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

In response to detecting neither hemodynamic recovery nor a shockable rhythm,

other types of therapies may be initiated at block 644 in an attempt to improve the

hemodynamic and/or electrical rhythm condition of the patient. For example, cardiac

potentiation therapy (CPT), which may also be referred to as post-extra systolic



potentiation (PESP) therapy, may be initiated in an attempt to improve the hemodynamic

condition of the patient. Reference is made, for example, to U.S. Pat. No. 6,738,667

(Deno, et al.), incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. Other therapies may include

inotropic drug delivery when the IMD includes drug delivery capabilities. Respiratory

nerve stimulation may be applied to achieve a resuscitative effect, e.g. as generally

described in U.S. Pat. No. 7,277,757 (Casavant, et al), also incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety.

Returning to block 614, if an increasing trend in the oxygenation measurements is

detected, the EGM-based redetection criteria stored for use when hemodynamic recovery

is detected is selected at block 622. Generally, these redetection criteria will be less

aggressive than the redetection criteria selected at block 616. Less aggressive redetection

criteria generally requires more time to redetect because more stringent criteria is applied,

such as a greater number of intervals to detect. If a shockable rhythm is not redetected at

block 624 (using the less aggressive redetection criteria selected at block 622), and

hemodynamic recovery is still being detected at block 626 based on improved or still

increasing oxygenation measurements, the shock therapy may be determined as successful

at block 628. If a shockable rhythm is redetected, sinus is generally present. Sinus rhythm

accompanied by the increasing or improved tissue oxygenation generally indicates therapy

success.

If a shockable rhythm is not redetected at block 624 in the presence of

hemodynamic recovery, the shock may have slowed the cardiac rhythm enough to allow

some hemodynamic recovery, but recovery may be poor for a number of reasons. If the

hemodynamic recovery is detected but determined to be poor at block 626, for example

using a recovery index as described previously, additional therapeutic support may be

provided at block 630. Therapies provided at block 630 for improving poor hemodynamic

recovery may include anti-tachycardia pacing therapy, CPT, and/or drug delivery.

Additional time for analyzing the EGM signal and monitoring the hemodynamic recovery

may be taken until hemodynamic recovery and the cardiac rhythm are determined to be

normal. An alarm may be optionally generated at block 631 when poor hemodynamic



recovery is detected to alert the patient and/or a clinician that the patient's hemodynamic

status is compromised.

If a shockable rhythm is redetected at block 624, and the hemodynamic recovery is

determined to be good (negative result at block 625), a shock therapy may be delayed by

first delivering less aggressive ATP therapy at block 630. Additional EGM signal analysis

may then be performed at block 632 including, for example, morphology analysis and

checking for oversensing of T-wave or other signal artifact may be performed. For

example, different or additional EGM sensing electrodes may be selected to check for

oversensing. EGM morphology analysis typically invoked for initial detection and

disabled for redetection may be performed to verify the redetection.

If the redetected rhythm is confirmed through additional EGM analysis at block

638, the ICD may deliver a shock at block 632 then return to block 604 for post-shock

monitoring. If the redetected shockable rhythm is not confirmed, the therapy is successful

as indicated at block 628.

In response to redetecting the shockable rhythm at block 624, capacitor charging

may be initiated and a pending shock may eventually be delivered depending on the

outcome of the additional therapies delivered at block 634 and/or additional EGM analysis

at block 638. For example, if the hemodynamic recovery remains poor and further EGM

signal analysis confirms the redetection of the shockable rhythm, a shock may be

delivered at block 632. If hemodynamic recovery continues to improve or if the

redetection is not confirmed, due to oversensing or other causes, the pending shock may

be cancelled.

In other embodiments, capacitor charging may also be delayed when the shockable

rhythm is redetected at block 624 and hemodynamic recovery has been detected.

Capacitor charging may only be initiated after further hemodynamic monitoring and EGM

analysis indicates a need for additional shock therapy.

Thus, a medical device and methods for use have been presented in the foregoing

description with reference to specific embodiments. It is appreciated that various

modifications to the referenced embodiments may be made without departing from the

scope of the disclosure as set forth in the following claims.



We Claim:

1. A medical device for delivering a therapy, comprising:

an electrode to sense cardiac signals and to deliver a therapy;

a monitoring module detecting a cardiac event in response to the sensed cardiac

signals using first detection criteria;

a therapy delivery module coupled to the monitoring module and the electrode to

deliver a therapy via the electrode in response to the monitoring module detecting the

cardiac event;

a sensor emitting light and detecting emitted light scattered by a tissue volume

adjacent the sensor to generate a corresponding detected light intensity output signal;

a control module coupled to the sensor to control light emission of the sensor in

response to delivering the therapy; and

a controller coupled to the monitoring module, the therapy delivery module and the

sensor, the controller configured to determine tissue oxygenation measurements in

response to the output signal, determine a tissue oxygenation trend in response to the

tissue oxygenation measurements, determine a recovery index in response to the

determined tissue oxygenation trend, and control one or both of detecting a cardiac event

by the monitoring module and delivery of therapy by the therapy delivery module in

response to the determined recovery index.

2 . The device of claim 1, wherein determining a recovery index comprises:

determining a slope of the tissue oxygenation trend; and

determining a capacity for recovery from the detected cardiac event in response to

the determined slope.

3. The device of claim 1, wherein determining a recovery index comprises:

determining a slope of the tissue oxygenation trend;

determining whether the slope is less than a slope threshold; and

determining the detected cardiac event as being a recurring cardiac event in

response to the slope being less than the slope threshold.



4 . The device of claim 1, wherein controlling one or both of subsequent detecting a

cardiac event and delivery of therapy comprises subsequently detecting the cardiac event

using second detection criteria different from the first detection criteria.

5. The device of claim 4, wherein detection of the cardiac event occurs within a first

time period using the first detection criteria, and within a second time period different

from the first time period using the second detection criteria.

6. The device of claim 1, wherein controlling one or both of detecting a cardiac event

and delivery of therapy comprises adjusting one or both of event detection parameters and

therapy delivery parameters.

7. The device of claim 6, wherein controlling one or both of detecting a cardiac event

and delivery of therapy comprises adjusting a monitoring window for determining a time

period for subsequent therapy delivery.

8. The device of claim 1, wherein computing a tissue oxygenation measurement

comprises:

computing a second derivative of a light attenuation spectrum measured by the

sensor; and

computing a measurement of the total hemoglobin volume fraction in response to

the second derivative, wherein the determined tissue oxygenation trend corresponds to a

trend of the total hemoglobin volume fraction.

9. The device of claim 1, wherein computing a tissue oxygenation measurement

comprises:

computing a second derivative of a light attenuation spectrum measured by the

sensor; and



computing a measure of tissue oxygen saturation in response to the computed

second derivative, wherein the determined tissue oxygenation trend corresponds to a trend

of the tissue oxygenation saturation.

10. The device of claim 1, wherein computing a tissue oxygenation measurement

further comprises:

computing a second derivative of a light attenuation spectrum measured by the

sensor;

computing a measure of tissue oxygen saturation in response to the computed

second derivative; and

computing a measurement of the total hemoglobin volume fraction from the

second derivative and the computed tissue oxygen saturation, wherein the determined

tissue oxygenation trend corresponds to a trend of both the tissue oxygenation saturation

and the total hemoglobin volume fraction.
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